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CJEU - Recent Developments in Direct Taxation 2018 2019-07-03 cjeu the most important cases in the field of direct taxation a great number of cases pending before the court of justice

of the european union cjeu concern the fundamental freedoms and direct taxation in particular the number of infringement procedures brought before the cjeu by the european

commission has been increasing year on year the cjeu is still in the driver s seat in the area of direct taxation all judgements and pending cases therefore have to be carefully analyzed

by academics as well as practitioners this book discusses the most important cases in the field of direct taxation pending before or recently decided by the cjeu moreover the national

background of these cases is discussed and possible infringements of the fundamental freedoms and secondary eu law are analyzed the analyses are presented by esteemed national

and european tax law experts by examining the preliminary questions the arguments brought forward by the parties and existing cjeu case law the authors provide insight into the possible

reasoning of the court moreover this book goes to the heart of the national tax systems exposing hidden obstacles to the fundamental freedoms

CJEU Case Law in Direct Taxation: Territoriality and Fundamental Freedoms 2023-07-13 the principle of territoriality and the fundamental freedoms the tension between the fundamental

freedoms and the sovereignty of the member states is omnipresent in the cjeu s case law on direct taxation a significant number of cases concerned one of the core principles in national

tax laws the principle of territoriality although this principle is continuously mentioned in cases concerning the compatibility of direct tax measures with the fundamental freedoms the case

law seems to provoke more questions than answers this book provides guidance on the meaning of territoriality in the cjeu s case law on direct taxation as well as on the role which this

principle plays in the compatibility of domestic direct tax measures with the fundamental freedoms during a critical and dogmatically oriented journey through the cjeu s case law the

reader can enjoy a comprehensive analysis containing references to more than 300 cases without a doubt this timeless reflection of the tension between the principle of territoriality and

the fundamental freedoms is not only interesting from a dogmatic perspective but also from a tax policy one

The Junior Doctor Survival Guide - EPub3 2017-03-23 be punctual hard working and honest but most importantly be excellent written by residents for interns and residents the junior

doctor survival guide is a thorough focused summary of everything you need to know to get through your internship and residency relatively intact it provides advice on seeking help from

your senior clinicians ensuring ethical practice and decision making conducting an efficient ward round and carrying out emergency assessments and includes a concise overview of the

salient features of specialist medical and surgical care in both in and outpatient settings covering both clinical and professional contexts this guide will support you to build your confidence

in applying the principles you learned in medical school to the real world scenario boxes how difficult conversations should be approached common medications quick reference tables of

common medications and dosages clinical abbreviations and acronyms a comprehensive list of common abbreviations and acronyms used throughout clinical settings full ebook on

expertconsult

Taxation in a Global Digital Economy 2017-10-04 time to discuss anti beps measures around digitalization in the course of the beps report on action 1 it was concluded that there was no

instantaneous need for specific rules to address base erosion and profit shifting beps made possible by the digitalization of enterprises and new digital businesses at the same time it was

acknowledged that general measures may not suffice with the assessment of results to begin in 2020 while awaiting possible fundamental reforms of the tax framework it is time to

discuss anti beps measures bearing in mind the peculiar features of the digital economy such as increased mobility no need for physical presence and dematerialization the book focuses

on five key areas of interest international tax policytax treaty lawtransfer pricingindirect taxation issueseu law taxation in a global digital economy analyses the issues and addresses the
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five key areas of interest from various viewpoints

Introduction to European Tax Law on Direct Taxation 2022-08-25 basic knowledge of european tax law this concise handbook has become a traditional instrument for gaining basic

knowledge of european tax law with emphasis on direct taxes it is directed at students experienced international tax specialists with little knowledge of european law european law

specialists and non europeans who deal with europe for business or academic reasons and need to understand the foundations of european tax law moreover this book can be useful to

academics without a legal background in approaching technical issues raised by european union tax law as well as give inspiration to the most experienced european direct tax law

experts this seventh edition further refines and updates the content but also enhances the coordination across the chapter and the selection of case law in line with the weight that it

carries for the development of european tax law an indispensable consultation tool introduction to european tax law on direct taxation

Malaysia's Taxation System 2023-09-05 malaysia s taxation system contemporary practices issues and future direction offers a clear and concise analysis of malaysia s taxation system in

terms of its origin and its adaptation to changing economic and social conditions with unique insights from experienced legal accounting and tax practitioners and eminent academics this

book highlights the need for a holistic review of the taxation system going forward as the country strives for high income status in the near future

Cross-Border Taxation of Permanent Establishments 2016-04-20 the permanent establishment pe is a legal form of cross border direct investment whereby a business presence is

maintained as an integral part of the foreign investor due to the growing intensity and complexity of international business relations the pe defi nition and the allocation of profi ts between

head units and pes have become highly contentious especially from the perspectives of the major emerging economies of the bric countries brazil russia india and china unsurprisingly the

potential for tax avoidance and the scrutiny of tax authorities have increased enormously against this background this work illustrates and compares the oecd model tax convention with

country specifi c source taxation rules focusing on possible tax system changes and offering reform proposals emphasizing the taxable implications of the various rules upon country speci

fic pe concepts the author s treatment covers such issues and topics as the following the pe de finition of the oecd mc and from the perspective of selected countries allocation of

business pro fits under the authorised oecd approach aoa avoidance of pe status implementation of a service pe proposal construction site pes established by subcontractors existence of

an agency pe and the oecd project on base erosion and profi t shifting beps the author uses simulated cross border national and treaty cases to highlight qualifi cation conflicts thus

reinforcing his detailed discussion of source taxation rules of business profi ts and relevant case law in germany the united states and the bric states there is also a checklist detailing how

companies can avoid unintentionally setting up a pe the author s deeply informed proposals provide much needed guiding tax criteria and open the way to greater feasibility and

transparency in pe taxation because the defi nition of pes has enlarged and the treatment of profi t allocation has become more complex the clari fication of the pe concept presented in

this book is of inestimable importance for lawyers of ficials policymakers and academics concerned with international business taxation in any jurisdiction

International Law of Taxation 2021-09-17 in this fresh objective and non argumentative volume in the elements of international law series peter hongler combines a comprehensive

overview of the technical content of the international tax law regime with an assessment of its crucial relationship to wider international law beginning with an assessment of legal

principles and foundations the book considers key general principles treaty based regimes and regional integration in tax matters in the second half of the work hongler places

international tax law in the context of its wider relationships with human rights law and trade and investment law he concludes by considering major legal successes and failures and what
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might be done to address these

Introduction to European Tax Law: Direct Taxation 2023-01-02 this handbook is a concise guide for all those who aim at obtaining a basic knowledge of european tax law designed for

students it should also be useful for experienced international tax specialists with little knowledge of european law european law specialists who are reluctant to approach the

technicalities of direct taxation and non europeans who deal with europe for business or academic reasons and need to understand the foundations of european tax law this book should

also help academics without a legal background to approach the technical issues raised by european union tax law this edition contains selected relevant information available as of 30

june 2022 it retains all of the features and tools contained in the previous editions including the final charts which our readers very much appreciate in this edition we have also included a

list of relevant documents and a selection of reference textbooks on european tax law in five languages which we found of potential interest to our readers

Double non-taxation and the use of hybrid entities 2023-12-11 the topics of double non taxation and hybrid entities have acquired particular importance in a context where transformations

in the tax world have led to international commitments materialised in the oecd base erosion and profit shifting beps project in what is the first systematic in depth analysis of the oecd

beps action plan 2 and hybrid entities this timely book provides a critical review of the approach adopted by the oecd and proposes a deeply informed alternative method to deal with the

problem of hybrid entity mismatches the author analyses the interaction between the double non taxation outcome and the use of hybrid entities in an approach not strictly linked to any

specific tax jurisdiction to this end the analysis includes case studies and examples from a range of jurisdictions emphasising the international tax context also including the application of

tax treaties among the seminal matters covered in this edition are the following foundations of the concepts of double non taxation and hybrid entities extensive analysis based on the

rules of characterisation of foreign entities for tax purposes in the united states spain denmark and germany as well as on the poland united states and canada united states tax treaties in

depth analysis of the implications of article 1 2 oecd model tax convention and article 3 1 multilateral instrument mli especially considering the position of developing source countries

detailed analysis of the oecd beps action 2 and its recommendations linking rules including its implementation in the eu anti tax avoidance directive atad and elaborated alternative

method to deal with hybrid entity mismatches reactive coordination rule which is informed by the tax policy aims of simplicity coherence and administrability detailed comparisons between

the author s proposal and other existing rules elucidate common points and deviations if merely for its unparalleled clarification of the issues this book will prove of immeasurable value to

practitioners tax authorities policymakers and academics concerned with international tax law beyond that as an authoritative guide that promises to reorient the discussion to what really

matters in the debate regarding hybrid entity mismatches this analysis elaborates solutions applicable to a generality of cases worldwide and therefore hugely promotes the urgent quest

for alternative views

OECD Tax Policy Studies The Distributional Effects of Consumption Taxes in OECD Countries 2014-12-10 the report examines the distributional effects of value added tax vat and excise

tax systems in 20 oecd countries and investigates the effectiveness of reduced vat rates as a redistributional tool

International Taxation and the Extractive Industries 2016-09-23 the taxation of extractive industries exploiting oil gas or minerals is usually treated as a sovereign national policy and

administration issue this book offers a uniquely comprehensive overview of the theory and practice involved in designing policies on the international aspects of fiscal regimes for these

industries with a particular focus on developing and emerging economies international taxation and the extractive industries addresses key topics that are not frequently covered in the
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literature such as the geo political implications of cross border pipelines and the legal implications of mining contracts and regional financial obligations the contributors all of whom are

leading researchers with experience of working with governments and companies on these issues present an authoritative collection of chapters the volume reviews international tax rules

covering both developments in the g20 oecd project on base erosion and profit shifting and more radical proposals identifying core challenges in the extractives sector this book should

become a core resource for both scholars and practitioners it will also appeal to those interested in international tax issues more widely and those who study environmental economics

macroeconomics and development economics

Essays on International Taxation 2020-05-06 fiscally transparent entities and tax treaty eligibility shefali goradia triangular cases the neglected problem in tax treaty law michael lang can

tax treaty entitlement provisions for hybrid entities be refined dhruv sanghavi non discrimination provisions in tax treaties ajay vohra two to tango a dance of substance and form bijal

ajinkya deconstructing principal purpose test under article 7 of mli mukesh butani preventing treaty abuse in the context of multilateral instrument dinesh kanabar and saurabh shah

taxation of digital economy the journey india and across the world daksha baxi digitalisation of the economy our perspective on the oecd s unified approach vikram chand reflections on

the 2019 oecd proposal on pillar one guglielmo maisto implementation of beps and amendments to section 9 radhakishan rawal public international law object and purpose mli beps and

the oecd model tax convention clive m baxter tax laws through a constitutional prism arvind p datar tax policy as a tool to enable impact investment and improve csr targeting meyyappan

nagappan and nehal binani tax system design an analysis of some design choices made by the indian income tax act 1961 shreya rao through the looking glass resolving tax disputes by

arbitration under a bilateral investment treaty h david rosenbloom

International Taxation of Cloud Computing 2020-10-07 cloud computing may be borderless but taxes are territorial it is easy to imagine how the two concepts can clash much effort has

gone into harmonizing tax rules across borders with the result that many jurisdictions have very similar tax rules even so taxation remains a basic expression of national sovereignty the

goal of this thesis is to examine how international tax law applies to the cross border cloud computing business both multinational providers and customers of cloud computing services

are analyzed reflecting three traditional areas of international tax scholarship the goal could be stated in three questions which jurisdictions have the right to tax what kinds of cloud

computing transactions can be taxed what amount of the profit is taxable in more technical terms this means enquiring into how the use of cloud computing affects the permanent

establishment status of taxpayers how the different kinds of cloud computing transactions are characterized under international double taxation treaties and how the calculation of taxable

cloud computing profit is affected by transfer pricing in light of the current political events the thesis also offers recommendations de lege lata through a systematic approach its first part

assesses the current taxation of cloud computing the second part evaluates whether the findings of this initial assessment conform to various superior principles of good rulemaking it

identifies which of the present tax rules ought to be adapted the final part considers how the rules could be amended to become more compliant with the superior principles in this way

part i embodies the thesis part ii the antithesis and part iii seeks a synthesis

The Taxation of Companies 2018 2018-03-01 this key book provides the most comprehensive analysis and commentary available on the taxation of companies in ireland this new edition

is updated to the finance act 2017 an extremely practical book it features detailed worked examples and extensive references to case law throughout the work the guidance and advice

outlines how to successfully apply the new tax reliefs keeping your clients tax liabilities as low as possible contents chapter 1 introduction outline chapter 2 interpretation chapter 3 charge
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to corporation tax chapter 4 losses collection of tax at source and charges on income chapter 5 capital allowances chapter 6 transfer pricing chapter 7 corporation tax incentive reliefs

chapter 8 group relief chapter 9 companies capital gains and company reconstructions chapter 10 close companies chapter 11 distributions buy back of shares chapter 12 special types of

companies chapter 13 special types of business chapter 14 double taxation relief chapter 15 self assessment and administration

The Taxation of Companies 2022 2022-04-20 this flagship title also known as feeney provides the most comprehensive analysis and commentary available on the taxation of companies

in ireland written by tom maguire this new edition is updated to the finance act 2021 an extremely practical book it features detailed worked examples and extensive references to case

law throughout the work the guidance and advice outlines how to successfully apply the new tax reliefs keeping your client s tax liabilities as low as possible this title is included in

bloomsbury professional s irish tax online service

ACCA F6 Taxation FA2015 2016-02-01 bpp learning media s status as official acca approved learning provider content means our acca study texts and practice revision kits are

reviewed by the acca examining team bpp learning media products provide you with the exam focussed material you need for exam success

The Taxation of Companies 2023 2023-04-07 this flagship title also known as feeney provides the most comprehensive analysis and commentary available on the taxation of companies

in ireland written by tom maguire this new edition is updated to the finance act 2022 an extremely practical book it features detailed worked examples and extensive references to case

law throughout the work the guidance and advice outlines how to successfully apply new tax reliefs keeping your client s tax liabilities as low as possible this title is included in

bloomsbury professional s irish tax online service

OECD Environmental Performance Reviews: France 2016 2016-10-06 this report is the third environmental performance review of france it evaluates progress towards sustainable

development and green growth with a focus on energy transition and biodiversity

ACCA F6 Taxation FA2016 2016-11-30 bpp learning media s status as official acca approved learning provider content means our acca study texts and practice revision kits are

reviewed by the acca examining team bpp learning media products provide you with the exam focussed material you

OECD Tax Policy Studies Taxation of Household Savings 2018-04-12 this report provides a detailed review of the taxation of household savings in 40 oecd and partner countries

Feeney: The Taxation of Companies 2019 2019-05-24 this key book provides the most comprehensive analysis and commentary available on the taxation of companies in ireland now in

its 23rd year of publication this extremely practical book features detailed worked examples and extensive references to case law throughout the work the guidance and advice outlines

how to successfully apply the new tax reliefs keeping your clients tax liabilities as low as possible this new edition has been updated to the finance act 2018 and incorporates the many

substantive legal changes that have taken place in the last year including the new controlled foreign companies legislation whereby for irish tax purposes undistributed income of

controlled foreign subsidiaries may be attributed to an irish controlling company of those subsidiaries the capital gains tax exit charge legislation which has been completely re written and

substituted for the existing legislation film relief which has been extended for another four years to 31 december 2024 but which has also been extensively amended there have also been

numerous legal smaller changes that have been addressed and incorporated into this new edition such as the technical change in specified tangible assets to the 80 restriction on

allowable capital allowances the extension of accelerated capital allowances to expenditure on energy efficient equipment the accelerated capital allowances for equipment and buildings
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for childcare centres or fitness centres for employee and the extension of relief for start up companies

The New Permanent Establishment 2023-04-21 this work is the result of an extensive research into the permanent establishment concept a concept that plays a vital role within the

international taxation system through the fair allocation of taxing rights over cross border business profits in the context of the tenuous balance between the residence and source

principles as a threshold for source taxation our research sought to explore and explain the evolution of this concept in the context of recent changes resulting from the joint work of the

g20 and the oecd namely under the aegis of the beps project action 7 and later with the enactment of the multilateral instrument and the update to the oecd model convention we also

address the portuguese permanent establishment concept and finally the future of the permanent establishment concept within the international taxation system

International Taxation of Trust Income 2019-05-02 this book identifies a set of principles and corresponding tax settings that countries may apply to cross border income derived by

through or from a trust and will appeal to international tax practitioners administrators policymakers academics and students

The Taxation of Companies 2021 2021-04-21 this key book provides the most comprehensive analysis and commentary available on the taxation of companies in ireland written by tom

maguire this new edition is updated to the finance act 2020 an extremely practical book it features detailed worked examples and extensive references to case law throughout the work

the guidance and advice outlines how to successfully apply the new tax reliefs keeping your client s tax liabilities as low as possible updates included in this edition are the finance act

2020 provisions on transfer pricing exclusions albeit subject to ministerial order at time of writing discussions on revenue guidance issued on various provisions in previous year e g hybrid

transactions an overview of recently decided case law at the courts and at the tax appeals commission discussion of certain covid 19 related provisions

State Aid Law and Business Taxation 2016-10-18 this book is a compilation of contributions exploring the impact of the european treaty provisions regarding state aid on member states

legislation and administrative practice in the area of business taxation starting from a detailed analysis of the european courts jurisprudence on art 107 tfeu the authors lay out

fundamental issues e g on legal concepts like advantage selectivity and discrimination and explore current problems in particular policy and practice regarding harmful tax competition

within the european union this includes the member states code of conduct on business taxation the limits to anti avoidance legislation and the options for legislation on patent boxes the

european commission s recent findings on preferential rulings are discussed as well as the general relationship between international tax law transfer pricing standards and the european

prohibition on selective fiscal aids

Principles of International Taxation 2021-09-30 the book provides a clear introduction to international taxation and presents its material in a global context explaining policy legal issues

and planning points central to taxation issues primarily from the viewpoint of a multinational group of companies it uses examples and diagrams throughout to aid the reader s

understanding and offers more in depth material on many important areas of the subject traditionally published every 2 years in both print and digital formats this content is a core

requirement for student reading lists at both undergraduate and post graduate level fully updated to cover all new tax legislation and developments in light of the oecd beps project

implementation key areas to be included in this new edition are changes proposed by beps 2 0 in relation to taxation and the digital economy including pillar two and the proposed new

un model article 12b further progress on the implantation of oecd base erosion and profit shifting implementation including an update on the implementation of beps recommendations

including artificial avoidance of permanent establishment status and prevention of treaty abuse the implementation of transfer pricing documentation and country by country reporting
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multilateral instrument implementation the impact of covid 19 on international taxation further developments in european direct taxation including the transparency package directives on

anti tax avoidance and the common corporate tax base and state aid cases apple in particular and updates to the directive on administrative cooperation and the new communication on

business taxation for the 21st century proposals in relation to the taxation of digital business in particular the oecd s unified approach and the un modifications to the model double

taxation convention proposals for a global minimum corporate tax rate to curb base erosion and tax competition

Taxation, Virtual Currency and Blockchain 2018-11-29 the emergence of convertible decentralized virtual currency schemes confronts tax authorities with unprecedented questions among

them are the status of virtual currency for tax purposes which virtual transactions may bene t from a vat exemption and determining the most optimal method of tax regulation this rst book

length treatment of this major current topic provides an in depth and comprehensive analysis of the tax implications of virtual currency transactions seeking to ascertain whether virtual

currency requires additional regulation or whether the law as it stands is adequate to administer its usage the analysis not only thoroughly explains the nature of the underlying blockchain

technology and its regulatory and judicial treatment so far but also identi es best practices for virtual currency transactions and makes recommendations for the improvement of the

existing tax systems among the aspects of the phenomenon covered are the following particular aspects of virtual currency use such as smart contracts and initial coin offerings

comparative review of income tax consequences of virtual currency transactions in germany the netherlands the united kingdom and the united states vat sales tax treatment of

transactions involving virtual currency in the european union and the united states methodology for creating an effective regulatory framework for the taxation of virtual currency and the

future of blockchain the book has three parts and an annex that describes tax regulations administrative rulings and court decisions concerning virtual currency in twenty countries in its in

depth analysis of tax implications of virtual currency transactions in major economies detailed overview of recent tax developments that affect virtual currency transactions and evaluation

of tax policies related to virtual currencies this book has no peers especially in view of the oecd s examination of the tax challenges presented by the digital economy as part of its base

erosion and pro t shifting beps project this clear and comprehensive explanation of the functioning of virtual currency and blockchain technology will be welcomed by tax administration of

cials and by persons mining and transacting in virtual currencies needing to know their compliance obligations

Global Taxation 2022 global taxation investigates the global transition to modern taxation from the 18th century to today modern taxation refers to the broad based tax instruments that

allowed for the emergence of big government as we know it today including most prominently income taxes and general consumption taxes the volume draws on a new historical dataset

of tax introduction worldwide to map the global spread of modern taxes descriptively and to explore its correlates analytically it makes four contributions to the literature first it corrects a

pervasive western bias in historical political economy and fiscal sociology most of this literature focuses heavily on the tax policy of advanced democracies in europe the chapters of this

volume explore how far western theories and insights travel to non western contexts second the volume mitigates a recency bias in much of the macro quantitative literature in

comparative political economy and public finance the chapters investigate whether insights travel across time from recent to more distant periods of observation third the volume

compensates for the substantive preoccupation of extant research with the personal income tax and the vat by extending the analysis to other important tax instruments the corporate

income tax the inheritance tax non vat sales taxes and social security contributions finally the volume goes beyond the prevalent methodological nationalism in fiscal sociology and

comparative political economy it shows that non sovereign tax introductions were common in colonial and imperial settings and compares analytically how the logic of these non sovereign
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introductions differed from sovereign ones

End the IRS Before It Ends Us 2015-04-07 as the recent scandal shows the irs is big bad and out of control grover norquist analyzes the problems within the agency and presents

solutions to rein them in the driving force behind the american revolution was our forefathers refusal to accept unfair taxation citizens rose up won a war against impossible odds and

established the most unique government on the face of the earth with taxes set at about 2 percent how much has changed since 1776 the strength of americans resolve is still unrivaled

and grover norquist founder and president of americans for tax reform knows that once liberty loving americans learn the truth behind the oppressive and prosperity stifling taxes we face

today they ll rise up again urging his fellow citizens to join him norquist tells a powerful and urgent story that will convince you we must act now to end this before it ends us

ACCA P6 Advanced Taxation FA2015 2016-02-01 bpp learning media s status as official acca approved learning provider content means our acca study texts and practice revision kits

are reviewed by the acca examining team bpp learning media products provide you with the exam focussed material you need for exam success

Criminal Justice and Taxation 2017-02-15 the fallout from the financial crisis of 2007 8 hsbc suisse in 2015 and the panama papers in 2016 has generated calls for far more vigorous and

punitive responses to tax evasion and greater international co operation against mechanisms for giving anonymity to the ownership of property one mechanism to ensure compliance is

the use of the criminal justice system the announcement in 2013 by the then director of public prosecutions keir starmer of a policy of increasing rates of prosecution for tax evasion

raised squarely the issue of whether increased involvement of criminal law and criminal justice in tax evasion would be justifiable or not the relationship between tax evasion and the

proceeds of crime is taking on increasing importance treating the proceeds of criminal tax evasion as falling within the proceeds of crime regime inevitably expands the scope of both in

this book peter alldridge considers the development of the offences and the relationship between tax evasion offences and other criminal offences the relevant rules of evidence

prosecution structures decision making processes and alternatives to prosecution specific topics include offshore evasion and the relationship of tax evasion with other crimes and aspects

of the criminal justice system a topical and lively discussion of a heated debate

Taxation, International Cooperation and the 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda 2021-03-29 this open access volume addresses the link between international taxation the 2030

sustainable development agenda and the medium term revenue strategy concept it also analyses how countries and governments can reinforce this link in current and future initiatives in

international taxation including the base erosion profit shifting project initiated by the organization for economic co operation and development with the political mandate of the g20 it

discusses the 2030 sustainable development agenda that are relevant for taxation and assesses the current work done by international organizations regional tax organizations and

countries to achieve these sustainable development goals the contributions to this volume provide an interdisciplinary mix of expertise in tax law international political economy global

governance and international relations through these different perspectives this volume provides an elaborate reference and evaluation framework for multilateral cooperation on tax and

development to strengthen the revenue system of developed and developing countries this topical volume is of interest to students and researchers of the social sciences law and

economics as well as policy makers working on taxation

International Tax Policy 2017-12-14 explains why perfecting rather than curbing interstate competition would make international taxation both more efficient and more just

Klaus Vogel on Double Taxation Conventions 2022-01-18 klaus vogel on double taxation conventions is regarded as the international gold standard on the law of tax treaties this article
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by article commentary has been completely revised and updated to give you a full and current account of double tax conventions dtcs dtcs form the backbone of international taxation but

they raise many interpretational questions this market leading work will provide you with the answers based on the oecd g20 multilateral instrument the oecd mc and commentary

published in 2017 and the most recent amendments to the un mc the book also includes relevant case law and scholarly literature upto and including 2020 previous editions of the vogel

have been routinely relied on by courts around the world including australia canada germany india south africa the netherlands and united kingdom what s new in this edition there have

been many important developments in this area since the last edition in 2015 the authors discuss these developments and the effect they will have upon practitioners working in this area

they also provide a wealth of new and revised case law along with the dtcs of emerging countries you ll find reports about major features in the dtc practice of many leading jurisdictions

such as the dtc practice of austria canada france germany india the netherlands switzerland the uk and the us sections on divergent country practice covering their national models and

networks of bilateral dtcs thorough analysis of the oecd and un model as well as the implementation of these models in practice amendments of bilateral dtcs textual or in substance on

the basis of the 2017 anti beps multilateral instrument coverage of a full range of the latest tax treaties around the world including important treaties between oecd and brics countries this

new fifth edition of klaus vogel on double taxation conventions continues to reflect the unchallenged role of the oecd the oecd mc accompanied by the official commentary guidelines

reports and other recommendations has sustained its position as the most important legal instrument in the area of dtcs on occasion the un mc and commentary diverge from the oecd

texts when this happens the authors deal with the specifics of the un mc in separate annotations and analyses explaining and making sure you understand the differences how this will

help you all the information you need to confidently advise on issues such as the taxation of income taxation of capital and the elimination of double taxation know that your advice to

clients is based on the most up to date and respected information available from an outstanding team of editors and authors the editors professors ekkehart reimer and alexander rust

have worked with the late professor vogel as well as an international team of top experts to completely update and enhance the content the writing team comprises editors prof dr

ekkehart reimer heidelberg university and prof dr alexander rust wu vienna authors johannes becker federal ministry of finance berlin alexander blank university of erlangen nuremberg

katharina blank federal ministry of finance berlin michael blank university of erlangen nuremberg prof dr luc de broe catholic university of leuven laga prof dr axel cordewener catholic

university of leuven and flick gocke schaumburg prof dr ana paula dourado university of lisbon daniela endres reich university of erlangen nuremberg prof dr werner haslehner university

of luxembourg prof dr roland ismer university of erlangen nuremberg prof dr eric c c m kemmeren tilburg university prof dr georg kofler wu vienna sophia piotrowski university of erlangen

nuremberg prof dr ekkehart reimer heidelberg university prof dr alexander rust wu vienna annika streicher wu vienna prof dr matthias valta duesseldorf university jens wittendorff ernst

young copenhagen and university of aarhus kamilla zembala heidelberg university

Hong Kong Taxation 2019-01-15 the book covers the major areas of hong kong taxation profits tax salaries tax property tax personal assessment and stamp duty as well as a general

overview of international tax issues and how they pertain to hong kong it explains the principles and practice of hong kong taxation law together with the relevant court and board of

review decisions and contains numerous practical examples the new edition includes legislative changes up to 31 july 2018 as well as the latest developments pertaining to the oecd s

base erosion and profit shifting beps project and the proposed measures to be adopted by hong kong the principles and practice of hong kong taxation law together with the relevant court

and board of review decisions and contains numerous practical examples the new edition includes legislative changes up to 31 july 2018 as well as the latest developments pertaining to
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the oecd s base erosion and profit shifting beps project and the proposed measures to be adopted by hong kong

Hong Kong Taxation 2016-10-15 the book covers the major areas of hong kong taxation profits tax salaries tax property tax personal assessment and stamp duty it also includes a chapter

giving a general overview of international tax issues and in how it pertains to hong kong this issue also contains general observations on the final reports issues in 2015 on the g20 and

oecd base erosion and profit shifting beps project the book explains the principles and practice of hong kong taxation law with relevant court and board of review decisions and contains

numerous practical examples the current edition includes legislative changes to 30 june 2016 the latest developments in hong kong taxation including the introduction of a corporate

treasury centre regime and the ongoing implementation of the global standard of automatic exchange of information and other tax transparency initiatives a new chapter has also been

included that examines the taxation of special entities such as partnerships ayesha macpherson lau is the partner in charge of tax services hong kong sar kpmg china justin pearce is a

senior tax advisor with kpmg

ACCA Paper P6 Advanced Taxation FA2011 Practice and revision kit 2012-01-01 our practice and revision kit is the only p6 kit reveiwed by the examiner to achieve success in p6 you

need to develop your application skills the best way to do this is to practise as many exam standard questions as possibleand this kit allows you to do just that questions are grouped into

topic areas so that you can easily identify those that cover particular areas our detailed solutions often provide top tips advice on how to approach the question or advice on gaining easy

marks there is also a reference so that you know where the topics concerned are covered in the study text we also provide the examiner s comments on past exam questions so that you

can see what he is looking for in student answers

Nigerian Taxation 2019-01-23 this book offers a simplified and straightforward introduction to the basics of nigerian taxation while discussing various laws practices and procedures it also

addresses the latest amendments to nigerian tax laws the book begins by discussing the central issue of islamic taxation and its legality under nigerian law divided into four main sections

the book was designed for simplicity and uses language that is accessible for all tax stakeholders

Beneficial Ownership in International Tax Law 2016-06-07 in international tax law the term beneficial ownership refers to which parties involved in a cross border transaction are entitled to

tax treaty benefits however determining beneficial ownership is a complex and often disputed issue subject to different meanings in different countries archival research on its early use in

tax treaties and in the developing oecd model reveals that its meaning has changed dramatically over the decades leading to new interpretations significantly affecting current tax practice

and scholarship this book dedicated to establishing how beneficial ownership should ideally be interpreted compares the use and interpretation of benefi cial ownership both current and

historical in a wide range of national jurisdictions as well as the eu ultimately shedding a clearer light than has heretofore been available on the meaning of the term in her very thorough

analysis of the application of beneficial ownership the author touches on such aspects as the following historical development of the beneficial ownership requirement as used in tax

treaties and in the oecd model tax convention on income and on capital rules of double taxation conventions application of the oecd s action plan on base erosion and profit shifting beps

the problem of so called white income use of the substance over form principle attribution of income rules and the role of agents nominees and conduit companies specific analysis of the

use and interpretation of beneficial ownership in a domestic law and treaty context in numerous jurisdictions with particular emphasis on the united kingdom australia the united states and

germany is a major feature of the presentation as a thorough guide to determining whether a person claiming tax treaty benefits is the true owner and which parties are excluded from
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treaty benefits and to what extent this book will be of immeasurable value to lawyers tax authorities policymakers and other professionals working with taxable international transactions of

any kind
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